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ABSTRACT 

A high-qpeed display algr~rithm for surface imager 
from voEumc dara is pmposed. T h i s  algorithm uses a new 
data structure ~alrcd m~tlr t l (~y~r ratlgP r)rm,qP (MLRI) dara It 
displays a surfrice image within 0.13 seconds from 
25hx256x256 volume d:rra withaut any special-purpose 
hardwarc such as a graphicq accelerator. In addition to Ihe 
algnrirhrn, we propose a rotation operation method for 
intenctive manipulation. T h i s  method can be uccd to mtate 
rhc surface in thc way aq a seal ohject. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Three-dirnensinnal (?Dl medical image< are widcty 
uscd i n  clinical diagnosis, surgical planing and radiation 
Ihenpy. Recause of the h u g  volume of dam obtained from 
medicwl imaging ~ y s r e m r  such as MRI (Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging). i t  is difficult 20 interactively 
manipulate and display such 3D images. Previous work in 
thiq arca solved the pmhlern hy using ~pecial-purpose 
hardware accelerators [ I ] .  Recently, gencral-purpose 
hardwarc has k e n  progressing more rapidly. For example. 
the performance o f  engineering workstations wi l l  soon 
reach l Ml million inqtructions per second (MIPS) 121. We 
havc rhcrefore developed a high-speed algorithm that can 
be implemenred on general -purpose workstation. 

2. HIGH-SPEEI) DISPIAAY METHOD 

2.1 Rattleneck af High-Speed Display 
Figure 1 shows ;i typ~cal d~qplay algorithm fnr 

surface images [3]. In  the proceqses in Figure I, [he object 
recognition and the parallel projection process require more 
time than other procesqeq kcause of thc 3D volume data 
manipulation. Hnwevcr. thc ahjecr recognition process is 
execlrted only one time for each ohject and is not necessary 
when the operafor changes to a different viewpoint. Thu?, 
it is  little need to improve rhis process For interactive 
displays. However. the paralFcl projection process i s  
exccated whenever the operator changes viewpoint. Thtts, 
this process causes a bot~leneck Tor interactive or high- 
speed displays, so i t  i s  important to incmase the process 
speed. Hence, we studied a high-speed alposirhrn for the 
para1 lel projection proces?. 

2.2 Reduction with Projection Data 
The relationship between the ohject and the 

projec~inn plane i s  shown in Figure 7. In a typical d~splay 
algorithm, the parallel projection procesq transforms the all 
surface coordinates in the binary vnlume data from the 
object axis (r, y. z )  to the prnjection plane axis (u, v. w). 
Thc number nf transformed coordinates (pmjeclion data) k 
about several ten% of thousands. so a Iot o f  time is  
teqt~ircd. However. ahout a half of the projection data are 
for the ~urface hidden from the viewpoint and therefore 
unnecessary d;~!a. tn any case. these data are removed by 
the hidden surk~ce removal proceqs. Consequently. we 
have developed a rnelhncl o f  reducing thew unnecessary 
data. 

Thil; re~iucdoo method generates the range image 
from any viewpoint hy combinins (nr interpolatrnp) one, 
two. or three range image? proiectcd on the x. y. or 7 axes 
as qhown in Figure 3. For simplicity. Figure 3 dewrites 
only the ~y -plane (ar z=0) of rhc ohject shnwn in Figure 2. 
We shall describe each range image on the x. y, or z axes 
hy the a x i ~  name and direction (plus or minus) ~ u c h  as X+ 
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and Y-. Each range image includes the distance from the 
visible surface to the vlrtual projecrion plane in the volume 
data. Thus. each range image conrains information a b u t  
the surface coordinates in the volume data. For example. 
the range image (X+) contains the coordinates of voxels a. 
b and c, and the range image (Y+)  contain^ the coordinates 
of voxels C. d and e. 

The range image from any viewpoint can be 
generaled from. at most. three i&ms of  rhe rang image on 
the x. y, or z axes as shown in Figure 4. In  this figure, the 
range images (X+) and (Y+) provide all the coordinate 
information about the voxela that are visible from this 
viewpoint. Therefore, the range image fmm [his viewpoint 
i s  generated by affine transformation and z-buffer 
algorithm from the voxel coordinarcq in the range images 
(X+) and (Y+). The appropriate range images on the x. y, 
or z axes are selected in accordance with the direction of 
the viewpoint. 

I 'h~s method has the advanlage OF the high-speed 
display for the following reasons, 
I. Reduction of projection data for the hidden surface. 
2. Generation from two-dimensional range images on the 
x. y. or z axes (smaller than 3 D volume dara). 

2.3 MLRI Data Structure 
The above method har the problem that the range 

image of a hallow objecl cannot he fully generated at the 
viewpoint. I n  the case o f  Figure 4, the at U I ~  i s  zero 
hecause there i s  no coordinate for voxel r in any of the 
range images on the x. y. or s axes. To solve this problem. 
we propaw a new data structure, rnlrlfilayer range i m a j i ~  
(MLRI). which contains infomatian about these voxels. 

The range image shows the distance from a visible 
surface in the volume data to the projection plane. The 
MLRl data provides an augmented range image thal 
inclt~des information ahout the distance, in the volume 
data, from an invisible surface to a projection plane. In the 
caw of Figure 3 and Figure 4, the distance Tor voxel I is 
contained i n  the augmented range image (Y+). that is 
MLRl (Y+). Therefore, the above method generates a 
complete range imag from the viewpoint by using MLRI 
data instead of the range images on the x, y, or z axes. 

Figure 5 i s  an example of MLRI data (X+). i t  
contains the distance s from the invisible surface [ha! i s  
shown as voxel S in Figure 2, in addition [o the distance r 
from visibte surface that is shown as voxel R in Figure 2. 
Thus. the MLRl data contains alt the information about the 
voxeg's poqition, i.e, the surface shape of the object. A l l  
infomarion about the surface voxel positionr i s  convened 
to at least one of the s ix  MLRI data (X+, Y+, Z+, X-, Y-, 
z-1. 

3. PROPOSED A1,C;ORITRM 

3,1 Algorithm Outline 
.lhc proposcd atgorithm generates a range image 

from the viewpoint using ULRI data, T h i s  algorithm 
consists of three steps as following. 
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Step I. Transf~rmariorI to MLRE data 
The firs! Ftep gcncrarcs hinary volume data hy 

thresholding and converts i r  to MLRl data lor the six 
directions o f  the virzwal projection plane, as shewn i n  
Figure 2. First. this step cearclies the volume data from the 
vinual projection plane 10 the object in parallel with the 
axis. I F  the value of the v o ~ c l  Is larger than the threshold 
level. the vaxcl is  recognized as the surface and the 
coordinate of the voxel ir stored inlo MLRI dam. The s i x  
ircms of MLRI data are generated by searching in six 
dirrction (X+. Y+. Z+.  X-. Y-. Z-1. 
Sren 2. Create Range I m a s  

In this ctep. wc rclect. at most, three items o f  
M LRl data from the s ix  in accordance with the direction of 
the v~ewpoinl and create Ihe rang iimagc on !he viewpoint 
using the selected MLRl dara. Thi? ?election uses the 
component of the vector that is from the origin of the object 
(0 i n  Figurr 2)  to the viewpoinr (P in Figure 21, as shown 
in Table 1. We select MLR I data for each component. For 
example. i f  the sign o f  the component (x, y. z) i s  (plus, 
minus, zero). MLRl data X+ and Y- are selected and 
MLRI daeaabout the z-axis i s  not selected. 

M LRl data conlains the information about a hollow 
part of the object. So. the selected MLRI data contains all 
information about the voxels which are visible from the 
viewpoint. Tl~ereTore. the nngc image on the viewpoint is 
pnerarcd completely hy aaffine transfi,rmation and z-buffer 
algorithm aholtt the v o x c l ' ~  cnordinates in the selected 
MLRl data. 
Stcp.3. Shadinrr and Dimlay 

In  this step. we generare the surface image from the 
range image by gradient shad~ng algorithm and display it. 
This szep may we !he ordinal generation algorirhrns [3]. 

3.2 Optimization or MLRI Data 
Now, we aim at rhc comer of the ohject. such as 

voxel T in Figure 2. Recauqe wrlace voxels on ~ h c  corner 
can he wirjble From Iwu  or thrce direction$ of the x, y, ar z 
axes. the coardinale of the voxcls is  contained in ~ w o  or 
three items of MLRI data. In  the case of voxel T in Figure 
2. three items o f  MLRl  dara (X+.Y-.Z+) contain the 
coordinate of T. Therefore, the above algorithm executes 
affine transformarion and z-buffer process two or three 
times about the same voxet's cmrdinate as at Srep 2. TO 
avoid lhese unnecessary executions. we optimize MLRI 
data hy the removal o f  [his overlapping information. 

A special case is when one or two items o f  MLRl 
data are selected at Srep 2. In !his care. the viewpoint is 
just on the xy-plane, yr-plane or zx-plane. Consequently, 
il is no problem that we suppose three items of  MLRI data 
are always selected. Then. we compress the sclcctcd three 
items of MLRl data and remove the overlapping 
information. We call this, "data optimized-MLRI data." 
The optimized-MLRI data cnngisrs of eight items (OPT1 - 
OPTR), as shown in Table 2. When we gcnerate the range 
i m a g  on the viewpoinr. one item nF rhe optimized-MLR1 
data i s  selected using the componenl or the same vector 
defined at Slcp 2. This wlcclron logic is also dcscrikd In 
Table 2.  

Fig. 5 Multilayer Range lrnagc 
[The case of Y+ shown in Fip. 2.1 

Table. 1 T h e  selection logic of MLRl data 
(a) about x componenl 

not selecred a b u l  x 
minus 

(h) ahaut y component 

1 sign o f  component I selcctcd MLRl data I 

(c) about z component 

minus Y- 

The components are for the vector from 
the o n g m f  the object to rhc viewpoint 
(vector OP in Fig. I ) .  

1 

sign of curnponent I wlected MLRl data 

Table. 2 Optimi 

plus 

ed-MLRI data 

ir,+ 

- 
qign of component 
as selected (x.y.7)* 

(plus, plus, pluq) 
- pp - 
(minus, plus. pluq) 

(plus. minus, plus) 

(minus. rninuq. plus) 

(plus, plus. minu%) 
.. - 

(minus. plus, minus) 
- - 

(plus. minus. minus) 

(minus. minus. minus) 

The components are for the vector Fmm 
rhe origin of  the object to the v~ewpoinr 
(vector in Fig. 71. 
*: The plus sign includes zem in this tahte. 



3.3 Rotation Operation 
When we observe !he point of interest of the abjec~. 

we usualby rotale the object to display this point at the 
center of  the screen. Therefore, in order to manipulate the 
surface image i n  the same way, the authors propose a 
rotation operation method using a ~wo-dimensional 
pointing device such as a mouse. First. the operator moves 
~ h c  pointer to a point on the surface image. Next. he or she 
presses the mouse 'button and drags the pointer in a certain 
direction. Then. the surlace image rotates 10 follow the 
pointer" movement. Finally, the mouse button is released 
for the desimd view. An example or the proposed rotation 
operation is shown in F~gure 6. With this "Object direct 
maniputarion," the operator can easily change the abject 
direction as desired. 

4. tMPLEMENTATION AND ESTlMATION 
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We irnptemented the proposed algorithm and 
operation method on a 76-MIPS general-purpose 
warkstakion (Hewlett-Packard HP9001)/730CRX) and 
estimated the processing time usEng 256x256~256 volume 
dara gneratcd by MR1. The result nf this esr~rnalion i s  
shown i n  Figure 7 and Table 3. 

We executed z-buffer and gradien~ $hading 
processes for each pixel that exists the surface image on ~ h c  
screen. The number o f  thesc necessary p~xelr dependq on 
Ihe direction of the viewpoint. Therefore, the processing 
timc changes when the operator moves the viewpoint. As 
shown in TahIe 3, the proposed algorithm displays the 
surfact image within 0.13 scconds. This algorirhm is over 
ten times faster than the ordinal generation algorithm that 
takes abou! 5 seconds 141. 

The proposed rotation operation method can rotate 
and display the surfacc i m a g  interactively because real- 
timc response is achieved. 

5. CONCLUSlON AND REMARKS 

To achieve an inlcmctive surface display. the 
authors proposed a high-speed display algorithm using 
MLRI. a new data structure. We showed that a 76-MIPS 
general-purpose worksration can display a surface image 
within 0.13 secondr from 256x756x25h volume dara when 
using the proposed algorithm. The algnrirhm has the 
advantage ofelimtnatinp !he need for any special-purpose 
hardware such as a graphics accelerator. In addition to the 
alporilhm. we propoqeri an inleraclive mtatinn opratlnn 
method with object direct manipulation. We showed that 
the proposed method is simple and effective. 

The mnin area5 for future research are as follows. 
I. Advanced funci~ons. such as multi-surface images, a 
cambination w ~ t h  ohliqi~e plane images, and so on. 
2. k quantitative estimation of zhe proposed soration 
operation method. 
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